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UNAVOIDABLE
WILL THERE BE A GLOBAL CATASTROPHE? HOW CAN YOU BE SURE, THERE HAVE BEEN MANY PROPHETS
OF GLOOM IN THE PAST ALL PREDICTING THE SAME THING?
How very true! Consider' this. Each of these Prophets of Gloom were
not concerned with what would happen to mánkind as a whole or to the
magnitude of such a catastr'opheíts outcome or how to overcome the
conditions of a global catastrophe. These alleged Prophets had to come
to a turning point in their spiritual life that was not easy to face, just
as presentday searchers who are going to the farcorners of this Planet
Earth, hoping to find the continuum to their spiritual life and beliefs.
HOPING is the key word here. The civilized Gosp'e>ls of the Bible
state that the greatest gift is to have CHARITY. It mentions FAITH,HOPE,
and CHARITY. These three concepts came originally from the GAU. In all
Ancient times the GAU was used to prove all things spiritually. Even after
the destruction of well over 90% of all Ancients, torture and beatings
for long periods of time, Ancients would not give the secrets to the
rituals to the GAU. The destruction of the Aztecs is your modernday
evidence to this fact. The meaning to the threesides of the GAU was
WISDOM, POWER, and LOVE. It was APOLLO who substitued the word WISDOM
for FAITH, POWER for HOPE, and LOVE for'CHARITI. _
HOPE is an Old English wor‘d(Hopían) meaning to desire something and expe_ct it to happen or' receive it. __
This is notfaith which to has been changed from original meaning.
Any old Ancient Tradítionalist, will tell you that HOPE is the
puzzle of FEAR which is another Old English word(Feer)meaning per‘il,or
sudden attack'.
FAITH. There could be a debate as to whom this expression belongs. _It is combined between OLD ENGLISH and OLD
FRENCH. ' _
(first level)An energy in a form of disturbance, pressure, and density ' the act and result of the action, growth.
(second level) It identifies a _specific religion(civilized christian) „ To believe without any spiritual promise, code, or
lawand cannot be
use in any spiritual rituals.

